She's much more than Cool

Earl Townsend

Mussolini’s in the parking garage eating Fettuccini Alfredo.
I’m in a museum eating squirrel from Philadelphia.
Sometimes I take a shower with nothing else to do.

  Certain things don’t need proof.
  She’s much more than cool.

What crosses the mind of a fox in the middle of the night?
Tell me where swine goes to die.
I come from the pages of People Magazine.

My favorite food is brandy.
My favorite ice cream is candy.
She’s the straps to my backpack.
She’s the arm to my nicotine patch.

  Certain things don’t need proof.
  She’s much more than cool.

I step on the scale it says, “I’m Alive!”
A courtroom of orangutans ain’t no time for monkey business.
If you can don’t be shrewd, have the confidence to be rude.

  Certain things don’t need proof.
  She’s much more than cool.